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• Physics Motivation (why)
? Standard Model is incomplete
? Electroweak symmetry breaking  
? Higgs?, Supersymmetry?, ???
?Are there more quarks? Smaller particles      
inside quarks?
• The ATLAS Detector (how)   
• Computing
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The ATLAS Experiment
• A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (= ATLAS)
• Large Hadron Collider (=LHC) at CERN -
Geneva, Switzerland
?14 TeV proton-proton collisions at 
1010 interactions/s - 25 every 25 ns!    
• ATLAS has over 2000 scientists and 
engineers from 37 countries and 167      
institutions 
• First beam collisions scheduled for 
2008
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BIG Picture*
• The human imperative to discover the nature of the 
physical universe is a fundamental part of the human         
experience and every person has a stake in the 
outcome.
• The LHC will launch a new era of discovery in the           
physical sciences.
• The LHC brings together men and women of all 
ti liti d lt i th l t i tifina ona es an  cu ures n e arges  sc en c 
collaboration in history.
• The LHC and worldwide particle physics create 
technologies for the future.
• The LHC plays an important role in scientific and 
technical education .
*(from “At Discovery’s Horizon” Report of the 
Taskforce on U.S. LHC Communication




37 Countries  
167  Institutions
2000  Scientific Authors total
(1600  with a PhD, for M&O share)
New Institutions admitted unanimously this 
month at the CB meeting:
Santiago (PUC)/ Valparaíso (UTFSM), Chile 
B tá (UAN) C l biogo , o om a
Albany, Alberta, NIKHEF Amsterdam, Ankara, LAPP Annecy, Argonne NL, Arizona, UT Arlington, Athens, NTU Athens, Baku, 
IFAE Barcelona, Belgrade, Bergen, Berkeley LBL and UC, HU Berlin, Bern, Birmingham, Bologna, Bonn, Boston, Brandeis, 
Bratislava/SAS Kosice, Brookhaven NL, Buenos Aires, Bucharest, Cambridge, Carleton, Casablanca/Rabat, CERN, Chinese Cluster, Chicago, 
Clermont-Ferrand, Columbia, NBI Copenhagen, Cosenza, AGH UST Cracow, IFJ PAN Cracow, DESY, Dortmund, 
TU Dresden, JINR Dubna, Duke, Frascati, Freiburg, Geneva, Genoa, Giessen, Glasgow, Göttingen, LPSC Grenoble, Technion Haifa, Hampton, 
Harvard, Heidelberg, Hiroshima, Hiroshima IT, Indiana, Innsbruck, Iowa SU, Irvine UC, Istanbul Bogazici, KEK, Kobe, Kyoto, Kyoto UE, Lancaster, UN 
La Plata Lecce Lisbon LIP Liverpool Ljubljana QMW London RHBNC London , ,  , , ,  ,  , 
UC London, Lund, UA Madrid, Mainz, Manchester, Mannheim, CPPM Marseille, Massachusetts, MIT, Melbourne, Michigan, Michigan SU, Milano, 
Minsk NAS, Minsk NCPHEP, Montreal, McGill Montreal, FIAN Moscow, ITEP Moscow, MEPhI Moscow, 
MSU Moscow, Munich LMU, MPI Munich, Nagasaki IAS, Nagoya, Naples, New Mexico, New York, Nijmegen,  BINP Novosibirsk, Ohio SU, Okayama, 
Oklahoma, Oklahoma SU, Oregon, LAL Orsay, Osaka, Oslo, Oxford, Paris VI and VII, Pavia, Pennsylvania, Pisa, Pittsburgh, CAS Prague, CU Prague, 
TU Prague, IHEP Protvino, Regina, Ritsumeikan, UFRJ Rio de Janeiro, Rome I, Rome II, Rome III, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, DAPNIA Saclay, 
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Santa Cruz UC, Sheffield, Shinshu, Siegen, Simon Fraser Burnaby, SLAC, Southern Methodist Dallas, NPI Petersburg, Stockholm, KTH Stockholm, 
Stony Brook, Sydney, AS Taipei, Tbilisi, Tel Aviv, Thessaloniki, Tokyo ICEPP, Tokyo MU, Toronto, TRIUMF, Tsukuba, Tufts, Udine/ICTP, Uppsala, 
Urbana UI, Valencia, 
UBC Vancouver, Victoria, Washington, Weizmann Rehovot, FH Wiener Neustadt, Wisconsin, Wuppertal, Yale, Yerevan
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Recalling a few historical milestones of ATLAS Collaboration 
in Latin America
Brazil The collaboration with UFRJ, COPPE/EE/IF Rio Janeiro has existed since the 
very beginning of  ATLAS, and grew out of the very early R&D on scintillating 
fiber and later Tile Calorimeter    
Many contributions in Tile Calorimetry and its electronics, trigger, computing 
and Web-tools, and physics
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ATLAS UFRJ group (at Rio, August 2004)Minister Mota Sardenberg with UFRJ students and
the UFRJ Tile Trigger Adder Card (July 2002)
Argentina
Expression of Interest to ATLAS CB October 2005
Formal admission in ATLAS February 2006
Endorsement by CERN ATLAS RRB April 2006     
The two Institutions, UBA (Buenos Aires) and UNLP (La Plata) work very coherently on
High Level Trigger, computing and physics, including hardware contributions
There were many HELEN (High Energy physics Latin American European Network) -
sponsored visits over the past couple of years
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L Barañao, President ANPCyT (May 2005) Members of the ATLAS UBA and UNLP groups at 
CERN/ATLAS (August 2006)
Chile
HELEN can be considered as instrumental for the development of the 
cooperation of
ATLAS ith Chil hi h h lt d i f l d i i w  e, w c  as now resu e  n a orma  a m ss on process
Expression of Interest to ATLAS CB July 2007
Formal admission in ATLAS October 2007    
Endorsement by CERN ATLAS RRB October 2007
The two Universities PUC (Santiago) and UTFSM (Valparaiso) form a joint  ,     ,    
ATLAS
Institution, which will also be open to other universities
Their contributions are in High Level Trigger (including hardware), computing 
and 
informatics, electronics engineering, and they have a strong physics basis in          
phenomenology
Most of the visits, and in particular of the students, have been sponsored by 
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HELEN
Th t bli h t f th f le es a s men  o  e orma  
collaboration got a strong boost by the 
Presidential visit of HE Mrs Michelle
Bachelet Jeria on 3rd June 2007
She was accompanied by the President
of CONICYT, Mrs Vivian Heyl, and the 
two Rectors Profs P Rosso (PUC) and      
J Rodriguez (UTFSM)
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Columbia
Also for the development of the cooperation with the UAN (Bogota) University team
the support from HELEN was most appreciated and essential
Expression of Interest to ATLAS CB July 2007
Formal admission in ATLAS October 2007
Endorsement by CERN ATLAS RRB October 2007
The UAN group works already very actively on the HLT and on grid computing
There were several HELEN-sponsored visits over the past years and the group has        ,    
grown significantly this year
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ATLAS Latin American cooperation
It is important to note that in particular the groups from the three new Latin American 
countries in ATLAS (from the ‘HELEN era’, Argentina, Chile, and Colombia) establish 
very beneficial links among themselves, fostering coherence in their work (with the            
active support of the TDAQ and ATLAS managements)
Regular HLT phone meetings are for example established
ATLAS Latin American Computing Workshop
A computing workshop with both Latin American and ATLAS computing expert 
participation, including tutorials for users, is in preparation for March 2008 
(in Buenos Aires)
Physics 
Note that the former ‘North American ATLAS Physics Workshops’ have been renamed
from 2007 on as ‘Physics Workshops in the Americas’
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The first one was at SLAC in August 2007, with active participation of Latin American 
colleagues in the organization
We are also trying to connect 
more with South Africa   
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Physics of ATLAS
• Addresses several leading questions in particle 
physics
? Source of mass - (Electroweak Symmetry 
Breaking)  
Mγ = 0 vs. MW = 89.4 GeV
Higgs particle??  
? Supersymmetry?
Strong Symmetry Breaking??   
? Extra dimensions at small distances?
A k f d t l?? re quar s un amen a
? Source of dark matter?
U t d lt t th f ti
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• nexpec e  resu s a  e energy ron er
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Vector Boson Fusion H→ττ
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GoHGConsuwesleyExp icitS1on0fmedle actar hMe
Understand The Underlying Origin of 
Mass
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Insight Through Supersymmetry ?
• If every particle we know has 
“ t ”a super par ner
• And  if the 
“Lightest S pers mmetric Partner” u y  
is stable
• Then we have a   
“natural” explanation 
for Dark Matter
?A (potential) amazing insight    
into “out there”” from the LHC’s
unparalleled ability to probe
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“in here”
A Supersymmetry Discovery Could 
come Early
Just Missing ET Missing ET + one 
l t
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ep on
Some Physics Discoveries will take 
Time
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LHC
• √s = 14 TeV (7 times higher than Tevatron/Fermilab) 
→ search for new massive particles up to m ~ 5 TeV           
Ldesign = 1034 cm-2 s-1          (>102 higher than Tevatron/Fermilab) 

























ATLAS and  CMS :


















































    
e+e- LEP machine 
in 1989-2000
??? ?





















































































Start : Spring 2008




Length  : ~ 46 m 
Radius : 12 m   ~   
Weight : ~ 7000 tons
~ 108 electronic channels
~ 3000 km of cables
10 kW of electrical power~     
• Tracking (|η|<2.5, B=2T) :
-- Si pixels and strips
-- Transition Radiation Detector (e/π separation)
• Calorimetry (|η|<5) :
-- EM : Pb-LAr
-- HAD: Fe/scintillator (central), Cu/W-LAr (fwd)
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• Muon Spectrometer (|η|<2.7) : 
air-core toroids  with muon chambers
An Aerial View of Point-1
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(Across the street from the CERN main entrance)
Depth =100 m
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Inner Detector (ID)
The Inner Detector (ID) is organized 
into four sub-systems:
Pixels (0.8 108 channels)
Silicon Tracker (SCT)
(6 106 channels) 
Transition Radiation 
Tracker (TRT)
(4 105 channels) 
Common ID items
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Inner Detector status
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ATLAS Pixel detector integration (barrel, end-caps and beam pipe) before being installed 
in June 2007
ATLAS Calorimeters
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Barrel TileCal and Liquid Argon at z=0
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Status 8 November 2005
Barrel Toroid coil transport and     
lowering into the underground cavern
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Muon system status
Muon barrel chamber installation is
nearing completion (~ 99% done)
E d i t ll ti in -cap muon ns a a on s now
progressing in parallel on both sides
All Big Wheels installed, Small Wheels by the 
d f th E d W ll b i i t ll den  o  e year.  n  a s e ng ns a e .
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First complete MDT Big Wheel Barrel muon stations 
ATLAS Online System
Physics selection of
the 100 ‘best’ events/sec:
Level 1: Coarse calorimeter data and 
muon trigger chambers
40 MHz, 1 PB/sec
< 2 μs
Level 2: Full information from all
75 kHz, 75 GB/sec
      
detectors in regions of interest
1 kH 1 GB/~10 ms
Event Filter: Reconstruction of complete 
event using latest alignment and
 z,  sec
~ sec.
     
calibration data
100 Hz, ~100 MB/sec
~35k SpecInt95
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T2T2s and T1s are inter-connected




























Th Mil t W k i fi t t te es ones ee s g ve a rs  as e
of the excitement we will enjoy in less 
than one year from now…Now focusing 
on Cosmic Rays
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The value of these global commissioning
periods cannot be stressed enough
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LAr signals
Conclusions
• The LHC Physics Program has 
breakthrough discovery potential, will 
make an enormous number of precision      
measurements,  and therefore is the 
leading component of the world High      
Energy Physics program from for the 
t 20nex  ~  years.
?We are really excited with the physics 
starting soon!
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Essential Websites





The Particle Adventure  
http://www.particleadventure.org
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